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Abstract

In the paper we propose a one dimensional client specific fisher face representa-
tion for personal identity verification. This novel LDA approach contrasts with the
conventional LDA representation which involves multiple shared fisher faces. The
method provides two measures for authentication: a distance to the client template,
and a distance to the mean of impostors. These two decision scores are combined to
achieve significant performance gains.

The method is tested on the XM2VTS database according to the internationally
agreed Lausanne protocol. The demonstrated performance superiority is not the
only advantage of the proposed method. Additional features of practical signifi-
cance include the simplicity of training, as for large user databases the proposed
technique requires only a matrix multiplication of the client mean vector. Moreover,
the client enrollment is insulated from the enrollment of other clients. This opens
the possibility to use other than the centralised architecture for the personal identity
verification system and in fact smart card processing becomes a reality without any
need to restrict the representation framework and therefore the representational ca-
pacity of the system. Finally the speed of probe testing is more than two orders of
magnitude faster than that achieved by conventional PCA and LDA methods as the
proposed techniques involves only a single fisher face per client. These attractive
properties make the method ideally suited for both representation and authentica-
tion in personal identity verification systems.
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1 Introduction

The human face plays a major role in conveying personal identity. The development

studies of the human face recognition abilities reported in [9] show that even a few

minutes after the birth a baby is able to track face-like objects which suggests innate,

hardwired capabilities. Although the face recognition abilities continuously develop

during the childhood, the recognition performance for upright faces appears to improve

sharply between the ages of 6 and 10. This improvement is not matched by the ability

to discriminate upside down faces which indicates that most of the recognition ability

is learned and adapted to a typical situation in which face recognition is likely to be

performed.

This unique capacity of the human nervous system, coupled with the fact that there

are many situations where facial photographs are the only information available about

individuals, makes the face recognition modality the subject of extensive studies aimed

at both understanding the process and being able to emulate it by a machine. The latter

is of a particular interest as personal identity verification is the enabling technology for

many applications such as i building access control, recognition of suspects from CCTV

video against a gallery of faces drawn from police face databases, mug shots matching,

credit card user verification, access to teleservices such as bank teller machines, etc.

The problem of computerised personal identity verification has received consider-

able attention over the past decades and a large number of approaches have been pro-

posed in the literature. Though the early strategy for face identification was based on

geometrical features such as nose width and length, mouth position and chin shape,

etc, [6, 10, 5] nearly all of the applicable approaches developed in recent years are based

on holistic representations known as templates. A comparison of geometrical feature-

based matching with template (statistical feature) matching presented by [2] favours

the statistical feature based matching approach. Surveys of statistical template match-

ing techniques can be found in [3].

The most commonly used statistical representation for face recognition and verifica-
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tion is the Karhunen-Loeve (KL) expansion [7] known also as the Principal Component

Analysis (PCA). Its application to the face recognition problem has been pioneered by

Sirovich and Kirby [31, 17] but the approach has been popularised by Turk and Pentland

[34] where the PCA bases are referred to as eigenfaces. Since then the eigenface method

has been widely used by many researchers. Examples can be found in [28, 30, 11]. A

detailed analysis of PCA-based face recognition algorithms which share the same eigen-

face representation but differ in terms of the classification strategy can be found in [27].

Although PCA is very effective for information compression, it does not guarantee

the most efficient compression of discriminatory information. More recently, the linear

discriminant analysis (LDA) [35, 7] has been adapted to face recognition by Belhumeur

et al. [1]. The LDA representation bases, referred to as “fisherfaces”, were demonstrated

to outperform the PCA representation. As LDA involves the eigenanalysis of a product

of two matrices, one of which is inverted, Swets [32] advocated that the face data should

first be projected into a PCA space to ensure that the matrix being inverted is not rank

deficient. The LDA-based features derived in this lower dimensional space were shown

to be the most discriminating features. Face recognition or verification using fisher faces

was studied by many authors including [13, 14, 32], [22, 36], [21], etc. All these papers

use the conventional LDA subspace spanned jointly by all the client classes.

Many other approaches have been proposed in the literature such as active appear-

ance models [4, 12], robust correlation [23, 15], support vector machine (SVM) [29, 26].

An interesting development is also the dynamic link architecture matching [20] which

applies conventional image matching techniques locally after applying nonrigid trans-

formations to correct for local deformations of a face due to a changing expression

or mouth movement. However, it is far from clear at this stage whether these tech-

niques will offer a superior solution relative to LDA in terms of both their recogni-

tion/verification performance and computational complexity.

All of above approaches are based on a global representation of both the training

samples and the probe in a subspace of the training data space, called feature space.
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The distribution of the training data of the clients in this subspace induces a space tes-

sellation [33] which defines the spatial extent of each class. The verification of a claimed

identity is then tested by checking whether the probe image projects into an appropri-

ate tessel of the representation space. The feature space tessellation is normally imposed

by means of a global threshold which optimally separates each class from all the other

classes. Alternatively, the feature space partitioning can be achieved using a client spe-

cific thresholding which can significantly improve the classification ability.

While client specific thresholding attempts to achieve a better adaptation to class

specific distributions it is realised within the framework of a shared multiclass repre-

sentation of all the face data. To our knowledge there is only one technique which

departs from the common feature space approach and deploys client specific represen-

tations, namely the client specific SVM method of Jonsson et al [16]. Interestingly, even

this approach builds the client specific bases in a common PCA feature space spanned

by the training face image data.

In contrast to the common multidimensional representation framework of the stan-

dard PCA and LDA approaches, in this paper we propose one dimensional client spe-

cific fisher face representation. This novel LDA approach achieves a superior perfor-

mance to any known method tested on the XM2VTS database according to the interna-

tionally agreed Lausanne protocol. In comparison with the next best approach which

is based on client specific Support Vector Machine design, the performance gain of the

proposed method is greater than two. Equally importantly, the performance superior-

ity is not the only advantage of the proposed method. Additional features of practical

significance are:

� the simplicity of training, which for large user databases requires only a matrix

multiplication of the client mean vector;

� the insulation of a client enrollment from the enrollment of other clients. This

opens the possibility to consider other than the centralised architecture for the

personal identity verification system (i.e. architecture where client models are
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stored and updated centrally) and

� smart card processing becomes a reality without the need to restrict the the repre-

sentation framework and therefore the representational capacity of the system;

� the speed of probe testing being more than two orders of magnitude faster than

conventional PCA and LDA methods as the proposed techniques involves only a

single fisher face per client.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we develop the novel client specific

LDA representation and discuss associated decision strategies. We argue that with the

client specific fisher faces the problem of decision making can be formulated as either

testing the hypothesis that the claimed identity is true or that the probe image belongs

to an imposter. We also show that both tests can be applied simultaneously and the

results fused to enhance the system performance. In Section 3 we list the benefits of

the proposed method. Its performance is evaluated experimentally on a large data base

of face images in Section 4. The data for experimentation is extracted from the pub-

lic domain multimodal XM2VTS database designated for benchmarking algorithms for

personal identity verification. The experiments are conducted using the Lausanne pro-

tocol. Finally the paper is drawn to conclusion in Section 5.

2 Theory

Let us consider the problem of designing a personal identity verification system for
� clients. Suppose that for each client we have

� �
samples of some biometric data

for training. In here the focus will be on frontal face images but the methodology to

be developed is applicable to any biometric modality. Accordingly, we shall assume

that the data is appropriately registered and normalised photometrically. Note that in

principle the number of training samples per client may differ. Thus the size of the

training set will be
� � � �� 
 � � �

.
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The conventional approach to personal identity verification or to face recognition

based on fisher faces is first to project the training data into the lower dimensional sub-

space spanned by the training images. This is required so that the within class scatter

matrix that has to be inverted when searching for fisher faces is not rank deficient. The

projection matrix can be found by means of principal component (PCA) analysis. De-

noting the � � � � training image in a vector form as � � the analysis commences by finding

first of all the global mean 
 � � �� 
 � � � and the mixture covariance matrix � as

� �
��

� 
 � � � � � 
 � � � � � 
 � � (1)

If the dimensionality of the image vectors is larger than the number of training images
�

, the mixture covariance matrix � will have at most � � �
non zero eigenvalues. The

eigenvectors of � associated with the nonzero eigenvalues define the subspace spanned

by the training data and can be used for projecting the training images into a lower, � di-

mensional space fully spanned by the projected training data. This can be accomplished

without any loss of information.

It should be noted that for computational reasons the practical procedure for finding

the eigenvectors of matrix � differs from the above description so that the eigenvalue

analysis can be solved in the
� � �

space rather than in the � � � space as the latter

numerical analysis problem may not be feasible. However, the details of the feasible

approach can be found elsewhere [35]. For the purpose of this paper we shall simply

assume that the � eigenvectors  � ! # � % ' ' ' % # , -
have been found and that the image data,

after centralisation, has been projected into lower dimensional vectors / � as

/ � �  � � � � � 
 � 3 � (2)

Let us denote the mixture covariance matrix of the projected vectors by 6 , i.e.

6 � 7
�

��
� 
 � / � / �� (3)

The standard approach would now proceed first by defining the mean of each client
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class � � % � � 7 % ' ' % � as
� � � 7

� �

� ��
� 
 � / � / � � � �

(4)

and the mean class scatter matrix 	 
 . The fisher faces �  would then be obtained by

finding the eigenvectors of matrix 6 �
�

	 
 associated with the non zero eigenvalues of

this matrix product. There would be at most � � 7 such eigenvectors. Personal iden-

tity claims would then be tested by projecting a probe image � into the PCA space  ,

followed up by a projection onto fisher faces � � ! � � % ' ' ' ' % � � �
� -

as

� � � �  � � � � 
 � (5)

The projected probe vector � would then be tested against the projected mean � �

� � � � � � � (6)

of the claimed identity � � using a suitable metric.

Note that in the conventional approach the representation space for the probe vector

and client template is the same for all identity claims. In this paper we advocate a

diametrically different approach by proposing the use of client specific representation

spaces. This is achieved by formulating the personal identity verification problem as a

two class problem: class � �
is the

� � � � client claimed identity and � is the imposter

class (claim not accepted). It is interesting to note that the mean of the imposter class � �

in the PCA space can be expressed as

� � � 7
� � � �

� � � ��
� 
 � / � / � � � �

(7)

which can easily be shown to simplify to

� � � �
� �

� � � �
� �

(8)

Thus the mean of the imposter class is the global mean shifted in the opposite direction

to that of the client mean. The magnitude of the shift is given by the ratio of the respec-

tive numbers of the client training face images and the total number of training faces.
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This will normally be very small and the mean of the imposter class will always stay

close to the origin irrespective of the claimed identity.

The between class scatter matrix � �
in this two class case will be given as

� � �
�

�
� �

� �

� �

�
�

� � � � � � � �� � � �

�
� � � �� (9)

which can be reduced to

� � �
� �

�
�

� �
� � � �� (10)

The covariance matrix of the imposter class 6 � estimated as

6 � � 7
�

�
� �

�
�

� ��

�

 � � / � � � �

�
�

� �
� �

� � / � � � �

�
�

� �
� �

� � / � � �
�

(11)

can be expressed in terms of matrix 6 by rewriting equation (11) as

6 � �
�

�
�

� � � � �
�


 �
� / � � � �

�
�

� � � �
� � / � � � �

�
�

� � � �
� �

�
� � �

�

 �

� / � � � �
�

�
� � � �

� � / � � � �
�

�
� � � �

� � 

(12)

where the vectors in the second sum belong to the client class. In fact the second sum is

related to the covariance matrix 6
�

for the client class, i.e.

6
� � 7

� �

� ��

�

 � � / � � � �

� � / � � � �
� � / � � �

�
(13)

as � ��

�

 � � / � � � �

�
�

� �
� �

� � / � � � �

�
�

� �
� �

� �
� � � �

6
� � � �

�
�

� � � � � � � �� � (14)

Simplifying (12) we finally find

6 � � 7
�

�
� � � �

6 �
� �

6
�

�
� � �

�
�

� �
� � � �� � (15)

The within class scatter matrix �
�
is now obtained by weighted averaging the covariance

matrices of the class of impostors and clients, i.e.

�
� �

�
�

� �

� 6 � � � �

� 6
�

(16)
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Substituting from (15) and simplifying we finally obtain

�
� �

6 � �
�

(17)

We are now in position to determine the linear discriminant for this two class prob-

lem by finding the eigenvectors of matrix � �
�

�
�

�
associated with nonzero eigenvalues.

In fact in the two class problem there is only one such vector � that satisfies

� �
�

�
�

�
� �

�
�

� �
(18)

with
� �� �

provided � �
is non zero. As there is only one solution to the eigenvalue

problem it can be easily shown that vector � can be found directly, without performing

any eigenanalysis as

�
�

� �
�

� � �
(19)

This becomes apparent by substituting for � in (18) from (19) and for �
�

from (10), i.e.
� �

�
�

� � � �
�

� � � � �
�

� �
�

� � � � �
� (20)

which also shows that the eigenvalue
�

is given by

� �
� �

�
�

� �
�

�
�

� �
�

� � �
(21)

Thus the overall client
�

specific linear discriminant transformation �
�

is given as

�
� �

 � (22)

It defines the client specific fisher face for testing the claimed identity.

2.1 Decision strategy

It is now interesting to note that given a probe � the claimed identity �
�

can be tested

in two different ways. First of all it can be tested against the client mean vector 

�

by

centralising both by the global mean 
 and projecting them on to the fisher face �
�
. The

difference between these one dimensional projections will be indicative of the degree of
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similarity (in fact dissimilarity) between the probe and the client model. In computing

the difference, the effect of the centralisation of the probe and client mean vectors by the

global mean is cancelled. Thus the test statistic (or score) to be used for decision making

can simply be defined as �
� � �

�

�
� � �

�



� �
(23)

If the test statistic exceeds a predefined threshold � � the claim is rejected, otherwise the

claimed identity is accepted, i.e. �
� � � � � � � 	 
 � � � � � ��
�  � � � 	 � 	 � � � � � � � (24)

The threshold is chosen so as to achieve a specified operating point, that is a speci-

fied relationship between the false rejection of true claims and false acceptance of im-

poster claims. The operating point is determined from the receiver operating characteris-

tics (ROC) curve which plots the relationship between these two error rates as a func-

tion of decision threshold. The ROC curve is computed on an independent set, known

as evaluation set. Typically, the operating point is selected at the equal error rate (EER)

where both the false rejection and false acceptance rates are the same.

Alternatively, one can pose the question how close the probe of the claimed identity

is to the class of impostors, modelled by its mean 
 �

�
�

� �
�

�
� � 


�
. In this test we would

expect the projected probe of a genuine claimant to be far from the projected imposter

mean, giving the following test statistic:�
�

� �
� � 	 � 	 � � � � � � ��

�  �
� � � � 	 
 � � � � � � (25)

where �
� � �

�

�
� �

� �

�
�

� � �

�



� �
(26)

and �
�

is the EER threshold obtained again from the ROC curve computed on the evalu-

ation set. Note that for a sufficiently large training set the ratio of client to the total num-

ber of training images will be very small and the second term in (26) can be neglected.

The imposter test statistics will then simply be the absolute value of the projection of

the probe image into the client specific fisher face space.
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In the Section 4 we present the results of experiments with both tests and show that

in fact they are complementary. In other words they can be fused into a single decision

scheme which exhibits superior performance.

3 Discussion

The proposed client specific LDA approach to personal identity verification has a num-

ber of interesting properties that are worth pointing out. First of all each client spe-

cific LDA representation space is only a one dimensional subspace of the original face

space. This has important implications on the computational efficiency of the verifica-

tion method. Commonly, LDA representation using common fisher faces would span

a subspace of more than hundred dimensions. As the computational complexity of an

LDA based method in the operation phase (after training) is linearly proportional to

the LDA space dimensionality, the scheme developed will be more than hundred times

faster than the conventional approach employing a common LDA basis. Moreover, as

the test statistics are one dimensional, there is no need to compute a Euclidean distance

in the fisher space. A simple comparison of a statistic (or in the worst case of its abso-

lute value) with a threshold will yield a decision, thus achieving further computational

gains. Finally, it is also worth noting that the projections of the client imposter means

onto the client specific fisher face would be precomputed which would also significantly

speed up the processing.

As far as the training phase is concerned, the proposed client specific LDA approach

is also much simpler as each client specific fisher face, after the data has been projected

into the PCA subspace, can be obtained without solving an eigenvalue analysis prob-

lem. This may not appear as such an advantage at a first glance as one still needs to find

the inverse of the client specific within class scatter matrix �
�

in (17) which is of similar

complexity to eigenanalysis. However, for a sufficiently large number of training faces

the mean scatter matrix �
�

in (10) will tend to zero and its affect on �
�

will be negligible.

In fact in this case the within class scatter matrix will become common to all the clients,
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i.e. �
� � 6 3 �

. Not only will the inverse of the within class scatter matrix become

identical for all the clients. It will not have to be computed, as matrix 6 is nothing else

but the matrix of eigenvalues of the mixture covariance matrix � . Hence it is a diagonal

matrix and its inverse is obtained by inverting its diagonal elements. Thus finding the

client specific fisher faces in this large training set case becomes trivial, avoiding com-

putational intensive matrix operations. Most importantly, though, the determination of

a client specific fisher face becomes independent of any other client specific fisher faces.

This makes the enrollment of new clients particularly easy whereas in the conventional

approach involving a common LDA space the introduction of a new client changes the

scatter of means matrix and consequently all the client representations. This has serious

implications on the practical utility and extensibility of the conventional approach in

scenarios where the client population is continuously changing.

Apart from the merits of the proposed client specific LDA representation in terms of

the speed of computation, the scheme has also very attractive properties from the point

of view of the storage required. The actual advantages and drawbacks will depend the

architecture of the personal identity verification system. In a fully centralised system a

probe image of a claimant is transmitted to a remote central processing station which

stores the details of each client. For the client specific LDA approach one needs to store
� �

� �
� 7 � data where � represents the size of the fisher face (image size). The con-

ventional approach would require the storage of � �
� PCAs plus � � � 7 � �

� � � 7 �
components of the LDA basis plus � �

� � � 7 � template coefficients. Assuming the image

size is an order of magnitude greater than the number of clients, both approaches will

be comparable. However, when the number of clients approaches image size (number

of image pixels), the proposed scheme will be slightly more efficient.

For a semicentralised scheme where some client specific data is stored on a smart

card but the access claim processing is done in a local terminal storing the PCA bases,

both approaches will be comparable. For the client specific approach one would need to

store the client specific fisher face expressed in the PCA space (i.e. the � � 7 dimensional
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vector �

�

) where as for the conventional approach one would require to store the �
� 7

fisher face coefficients of the templates. In the fully localised processing where both the

client information stored and the processing is performed in the smart card the client

specific approach will be � time more efficient, both in terms of storage and processing

speed.

One of the enhancements of the standard eigenface approach to personal identity

verification and recognition is the idea of measuring the amount of probe image projec-

tion out of the face space. This information can be used as a feature to establish whether

the probe image is consistent with the client face models. In the client specific approach

one could still use this idea by implementing the mapping into the client specific fisher

face in two stages. After the projection of the probe image into the PCA space one could

check what proportion of the probe image lies outside this PCA space and reject the

identity claim if this exceeds a certain threshold. The client specific fisher face verifica-

tion would proceed in the next stage only if the initial test applied to the probe image

is positive. However this approach would lose most of the computational advantages

of the client specific LDA method. As it happens, with the two class formulation of

the client specific personal identity verification problem the distribution of impostors

has the mean close to the origin. As the image data is photometrically corrected before

verification as described in Section 4, the variance of the grey level data and therefore

the image magnitude is approximately constant. This means that if a significant propor-

tion of the image vector lies outside the space, its projection into to the fisher space will

also be foreshortened and the vector is likely to fall into the class of impostors. Thus in

this two class case there is very little benefit in measuring the projection out of the PCA

space explicitly.

In Section 2 we described a decision making strategy which involves two tests,

client specific and imposter tests and their fusion to obtain the final decision. In the-

ory, since the client and imposter distributions are projected into a one dimensional

space, it should be possible to find a single threshold which separates the two classes at
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given operating point error rates. This global threshold for EER has been found exper-

imentally to derive an alternative decision strategy. Both schemes are experimentally

compared in the following section.

As already alluded to, the enrollment of new clients in the proposed approach is

considerably simpler than in the conventional approach, especially when one initially

has sufficiently large database of clients to identify a representative PCA space. How-

ever, if the initial training set is relatively small it may be necessary to update the PCA

axes and the client specific fisher faces as new clients are enrolled. This can be done

by initially computing the PCAs recursively and eventually by applying the results of

matrix perturbation analysis. Details of these approaches are beyond the scope of this

paper.

4 Experiments

Experiments with the proposed method of personal identity verification using client

specific fisher faces have been conducted on the XM2VTS face database [24] recorded

at the University of Surrey. This publicly available database comprises video clips of

295 subjects recorded in four separate sessions over a period of five months. Within

each session a number of shots were taken including two frontal view and head rota-

tion sequences. In the frontal view sequence the subjects read aspecific text (providing

synchronised speech and image data). In the rotation sequences both horisontal and

vertical head movements were perfomed to provide information useful for 3D surface

modelling of the head. The database of frontal face stills used in the experiments is

only a small subset of the frontal face sequence frames. It was designated for algorithm

benchmarking by the M2VTS consortium. The set contains 8 images (2 from each ses-

sion).

The verification experiments were conducted according to the Lausanne protocol

[24]. This protocol provides a standard framework for performance characterisation

of personal identity verification algorithms so that the results of differnt methods are
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directly comparable. The protocol specifies a partitioning of the database into three

disjoint sets: a training set containing 200 clients, an evaluation set containing 200 clients

and 25 impostors and a test set of 200 clients and 70 imposters. The imposter images in

the evaluation and test sets are independent of each other and distinct from the client

set. The training set is used to construct client specific fisher faces and models. The

data in the vealuation set is used to determine verification thresholds and the test set is

used to estimate the verification rate on independent data. Two configurations of the

protocol, prescribing slightly different use of the training and evaluation data have been

specified for experimentation.

The LDA approach is applicable only if all the images are correctly registered. Al-

though automatic techniques for face image registration do exist, in our investigation

of the advocated method we wanted to eliminate any contributory effects of misregis-

tration on the performance of the method. For this reason we made use of manually

determined eye coordinates for all the images in the database. The precision of this

manual annotation is estimated to be within one pixel of the true eye positions. Us-

ing the manually detected eye coordinates each image was geometrically normalised to

achieve registration.

Figure 1: Global mean, client mean and the client fisherface

Each image was then photometrically normalised by removing either just the im-

age mean or by performing histogram equalisation. These normalisation procedures

have been found most effective in similar studies involving conventional LDA repre-

sentation, eigenface method and even support vector machines [16]. The global mean
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of the registered and photometrically normalised images using histogram equalisation

is shown in Figure 1. The mean of client ID no. 278 is shown in in the same figure,

together with the client specific fisher face for client ID no. 278.

After training which first involved the determination of the PCA axes associated

with the nonzero eigenvalues of the mixture covariance matrix and subsequently the

computation of the client specific fisher faces, the evaluation set was used to compute

the ROC curves. Three separate experiments were conducted to find the best strategy

for photometric normalisation for each of the two formulations of the personal identity

verification problem, i.e. testing for client acceptance and testing for imposter rejec-

tion. In the first experiment no normalisation was used whereas in experiments two

and three the image mean subtraction and histogram equalisation were applied respec-

tively. The corresponding ROC curves are shown in Figures 2 and 3. It is interesting

to note that when testing for imposter rejection photometric normalisation significantly

improves the performance, with histogram equalisation achieving the best results. Sur-

prisingly, when testing for client claim acceptance, histogram equalisation was still the

best photometric normalisation. However, the best results were obtained without any

normalisation. This opens the possibility to use two diferent fisher faces to perform

these two tests. However, in this report we have opted for a single client specific fisher

face per client and chosen the normalisation by histogram equalisation which gave the

best results overall.

Another view of the client/imposter separability can be gleaned from the histograms

of the projections of the two classes, clients and imposters into the client specific fisher-

faces. These are presented in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. Note that as expected all the

imposter projections cluster at zero, i.e. the projected imposter mean. The client projec-

tions fall far from the origin. The negative projections are an artifact of the convention

adopted for representing each fisher face. In principle, the client projections could be

induced to be all positive as Section 2 suggests.
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Figure 2: Performance against photometric normalisation: ROC on evaluation set using
impostor-model

From the ROC curves the equal error rate thresholds were established for the two

formulations of the identity authentication problem. This fully specified the verifica-

tion method which was then tested on the independent test set. The results are shown

in Table 1. The results show the false rejection, false acceptance and total error rates

obtained on the evaluation set at the equal error threshold. The corresponding test set

results are shown in the last three columns of the table.

For benchmarking purposes we have implemented a personal identity verification

system based on the conventional fisher face approach with all clients sharing a com-

mon representation space. For 200 clients in the database this resulted in a 199 dimen-

sional subspace of fisher faces. Each client was represented by its mean vector projected

to this 199 dimensional subspace. An extensive experimental study of various scoring
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Figure 3: Performance against photometric normalisation: ROC on evaluation set using
client-model

functions and threshold selection schemes which resulted in global and client specific

thresholds were tested. The best results were obtained using normalised correlation in

conjunction with client specific thresholds. The results are summarised in the rows of

Table 1 marked Baseline.

Looking at Table 1 a number of observations can be made. In both configurations,

better results were obtained using the imposter rejection test rather than the client ac-

ceptance test. However, a further improvement has been gained by fusing the results

of these two tests. As we have only two experts, we could not opt for any sophisticated

fusion strategy. As it turned out, a simple serial fusion scheme delivered a performance

improvement as the decision errors were largely uncorrelated. More specifically, in the

first stage of the decision system the claimed identity was tested for imposter rejec-
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CFG Methods Evaluation set Test set
FR FA TE FR FA TE

Baseline 2.50 2.50 5.00 2.25 2.56 4.81
client-model 12.94 12.94 25.88 12.25 12.84 25.09

I impostor model 3.30 3.30 6.60 2.75 3.18 5.93
fusion 2.67 0.70 3.37 2.25 1.14 3.39

Baseline 1.25 1.25 2.50 0.25 1.23 1.48
client-model 7.00 7.00 14.00 6.50 6.98 13.48

II impostor model 1.19 1.19 2.38 1.25 1.08 2.34
fusion 1.00 0.31 1.31 0.75 0.29 1.04

Table 1: Results comparison on XM2VTS database (image resolution 61
�

57)

tion. If the probe was rejected as an imposter, the claimed identity was accepted. If

the imposter hypothesis was accepted then a second test, client acceptance test, had to

be performed. If the client hypothesis was accepted the claimed identity would be ac-

cepted, else it would be rejected. The performance improvement gained by fusion are

shown in the same table. For both configurations the results obtained are the best ever

achieved with any of the methods and parameter setings we have experimented with

so far. This includes not only conventional LDA method used as a baseline technique

but also PCA, robust correlation and client specific Support Vector Machine. In the case

of Configuration II the errors were more than halved.

5 Conclusion

In the paper we proposed one dimensional client specific fisher face representation.

This novel LDA approach contrasts with the conventional LDA representation which

involves multiple shared fisher faces. The method provides two measures for authenti-

cation: a distance to the client template, and a distance to the mean of impostors. These

two decision scores are combined to achieve significant performance gains.

The method has been tested on the XM2VTS database according to the internation-

ally agreed Lausanne protocol and shown to achieve superior performance. Interest-
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ingly, the performance superiority is not the only advantage of the proposed method.

Additional features of practical significance include the simplicity of training, as for

large user databases the proposed technique requires only a matrix multiplication of

the client mean vector. Moreover, the client enrollment is insulated from the enrollment

of other clients. This opens the possibility to use other than the centralised architecture

for the personal identity verification system and in fact smart card processing becomes a

reality without any need to restrict the representation framework and therefore the rep-

resentational capacity of the system. Finally the speed of probe testing is more than two

orders of magnitude faster than that achieved by conventional PCA and LDA methods

as the proposed techniques involves only a single fisher face per client. For these attrac-

tive properties the method is ideally suited for both representation and authentication

in personal identity verification systems.
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